MOTHER'S
DAY
GIFT IDEAS

Visit the Friendly Staff
at Houston Jewelry
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n this special day, mothers,
grandmothers, and mothers-to-be will be bestowed

love and appreciation with gifts of
cards, flowers, family gatherings,
and that one very special gift of fine
jewelry. While traditional gifts of
mother's rings, engraved lockets
and diamond hearts remain a favorite,
this season you have many new and ex-

Turn your old, worn out,
outdated gold jewelry into
CASH.
Now, take a look in the
bottom of your jewelry box
to find those single earrings,
broken and dented chains,
or the class ring you haven’t
worn in years. Then turn all
of it into cash.
We will buy all of your
unwanted gold and silver
jewelry, regardless of what
shape it’s in. We offer the
best possible price at the
time of transaction and will
provide CASH on the spot.
Visit us today to see just
how much your old gold is
worth!

citing designs to
select from.
Chic mommy
pendants
for
mothers of all
ages designed
with sweet silhouettes, dangling birthstones
or initial charms are on top of the list.These
precious gifts offer versatile set- 1
tings to allow easy additions upon
the arrival of new family members,
pets included! Personalized family
jewelry
repre-

be cherished and
remembered for
a lifetime.
Classic with a modern twist, diamond jewelry remains a treasured
keepsake sure to capture a mother's

heart. Diamond designs in mountings of
karat gold, platinum or sterling silver are
available for anyone'staste, for all budgets,
and are always a perfect
gift to enchant that special mom.
Pink is in, it's not only
pretty but it is posh! This
Mother's Day you will find an
abundance of fashionable
designs featuring pink
karat gold and gem-
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stones. For cen-
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turies, the color
· , pink has been
, thought of as being
feminine, sensitive,tender and innocent, everything associated with
motherhood.
This year more than ever, you have
an impressive number of beautiful,
personal, and affordable keepsake
styles to commemorate the special highlights of any mother's life.
Happy Mother's Day to all!
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9521 Westheimer • (713) 784-1000
www.HoustonJewelry.com

Houston’s exclusive Master IJO Jeweler

